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Inspiration for the
week

By Hannah Forss

Be very careful, then, how you
live — not as unwise but as
wise, making the most of every
opportunity, because the days
are evil.

—Ephesians 5:15-16

Wild and Wacky
Animals

By: Ruby Pinski, Jessica
Kadlec, and Hannah

Forss

Japanese spider crab

Japanese spider crabs can
grow up to over 12 feet.  They
live around 1,000 feet down
underwater, but they will come
to land.  They can live for over
a century!  Their claws can

seriously injure you, though
they are gentle.  They can
survive after losing all of their
legs ( they have 10 legs).
They eat live fish and dead
animals. They live in the
pacific ocean around Japan.
Their predators are large fish,
grouper, octopus, and
stingrays.  There are 60,000
species of crustaceans on
earth.  These crabs are slow.
They do not hunt, preferring to
scavenge for dead animal or
plant matter, though they may
also eat live fish or
invertebrates.

Peacock Spider

Peacock spiders can grow to
be the size of a pencil eraser.
Their scientific name is
Maratus which means jumping
spider.  Their lifespan is 1 year,
which is so sad!  They jump 20
times their size!  That is pretty
cool!  They live in the
Savannas, grasslands,
deserts, and scrub forests.
They eat flies, moths, winged
ants, and grasshoppers.

Peacock Spiders have 6 to 8
eyes.  Male spiders have black
and white hind legs with
red-orange, white, cream, or
blue bodies.  These colors
come from microscopic scales
on their bodies. Their two
central eyes are much more
powerful in conveying
information in fine detail and in
color.

Interesting places
McDonald Islands

By: Ezra Headrick

These are the McDonald
Islands, and if you were

wondering, no, it is not owned
by McDonalds. Even though
they are pretty far from it, the
McDonald islands are actually

part of Australia. The three
islands are near Antarctica and



are, therefore, quite cold. The
McDonald Islands are

volcanic, antarctic, and mostly
barren islands. The Three

islands are Flat island, Shag
island, and the largest one,

Heard island. The islands are
dominated by the towering

active Volcano: Big Ben, rising
to a staggering 2745 feet

above sea level! The islands
are not inhabited by people but
are home to some penguins,

sea birds, and seals.

Jokes of the Week
By: Jessica Kadlec

Why did the student eat his
homework?

- His teacher said it was
a piece of cake!

How do you stop an
astronaut's baby from crying?

- You rocket!

How do you make a lemon
drop?

- Just let it fall!

Why did the cookie go to the
hospital?

- He felt crummy!

What do you call a fake
noodle?

- An Imposta!

What do you call cheese that
isn’t yours?

- Nacho Cheese!

What word is always spelled
wrong in the dictionary?

- Wrong!

Unique Houses
By: Paris Neubert

This is a rock house. It was built
by a young group of men on the
Drina river. The house was made
in 1986. They wanted to build it
on a rock. The young men said it
was hard to build because it was
built on a rock. This house is very
old. The current owner helped
build the house.

Top 5!
Largest Cruise Ships
By William Gregersen

This is the Symphony of the
Seas, the largest cruise ship
on earth. It is 1,184 feet 5
inches long. It has a max
capacity of 9,000 passengers.
It has 18 decks and 23
swimming pools. The cruise it
takes you on is seven nights
long. The family villa room has
four bedrooms, four
bathrooms, a kitchen, a dining
room, a sitting room, and a
balcony with a hot tub.

The second-biggest cruise
ship in the world is Harmony of
the Seas. It was made by the
same company as Symphony
of the seas. It also almost has
the same exact layout of
Symphony of the Seas. It has
a lesser amount of decks.
Harmony of the Seas has 15
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decks, and it also has 23
swimming pools.

This is the world’s third-largest
cruise ship. It is the Allure of
the Seas. Allure of the Seas
has 15 decks. This is almost
the same exact ship as
Harmony of the Seas with only
two changes. This ship has a
zipline, climbing walls,
mini-golf, volleyball, basketball,
and soccer courts.

This is the fourth biggest
cruise ship in the world. It is
the Oasis of the Seas. It has
16 decks, One more than
Allure of the Seas and
Harmony of the Seas. It has
more water slides than Allure
of the Seas, and it also has a
normal dry slide. This cruise
ship is so big it even has its
own water park with slides and
everything.

This is the last ship on the list;
it is the fifth-largest cruise ship.
It is called the Costa
Smeralda. This ship runs on
natural gas, which means it
uses a different fuel that burns
cleaner than the other ships on
this list. This ship also has its
own desalination plant on
board. This means that this
ship can take water from the
sea and turn it into fresh water.
Those were the top five
biggest cruise ships.
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